THE CONTROL SYSTEM
LIFECYCLE EXPERTS
TM

Trust your control system to a proven team who
knows how to prepare your operation for the future.

We Know Your World
Led by some of the most innovative and recognized
control system engineers, integrators and business
process designers in the industry, ICA Engineering is ready
to take your control systems into the future. Our expert
team possesses over 60+ years of collective experience
in solving complex control system requirements.

Our D4 Full Lifecycle
Methodology

Process & Specialty
Chemicals
Putting your process first so
that efficiency is maximized.

Process & Specialty
Plastics & Resins
Chemicals
Ensuring
that
your
systems
Ensuring
that
your
systems
optimized
output.
areare
optimized
forfor
output.

Food & Beverage

Power & Utilities

Whether process or batch,
we’re focused on flexibility
and safety.

Reliability is the cornerstone
of our experience and
proven results.

Water/Wastewater

Pharmaceuticals

Lifecycle solutions and
processes that protect
your public.

Experience counts,
especially in 21 CFR Part 11
regulated plants.

Cosmetics & Personal Care

Packaging

Positioning SCADA and
control systems to
maximize profitability.

Demonstrating the power
of a flexible approach to
systems design.

Focused on Your Success
Our comprehensive, four-phase process includes:
Define         Fully defining your requirements for now
and the future.
Design

Creating a solution optimized for
your application.

Develop

Including acquisition, integration, fabrication.

Deliver

From installation and commissioning to
training and support.
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Maine
Vermont
New Hampshire
New York

Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Conneticut

Pennyslvania
Ohio

New Jersey

Maryland
West Virginia

Serving Your Needs
Across the Northeast
and Mid-Atlantic
Headquartered in Union, New Jersey, our
is ideally
positioned to support your operations across fourteen
states and beyond. That’s why clients ranging from global
multinationals to agile, growth-driven market leaders to
forward-thinking state and local agencies have called on
ICA Engineering to support their needs.

Delaware

Virginia

Call us today at 908-686-8568

Making an impact where
it counts, with clients who
demand the best:
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ICA Engineering

908-686-8568

sales@ica-engineering.com

ica-engineering.com
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